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Loading rate is the main controlling factor in dynamic failure of rocks. In this paper, digital
image correlation (DIC) combined with ultra-high speed photography is utilized to study
the loading rate effect of a granitic rock – Laurentian granite using notched semi-circular
bend (NSCB) method. The dynamic stress intensity factors and crack tip positions are
determined from the displacement fields obtained using DIC. Fracture time, fracture tough-
ness and crack growth velocity all exhibit loading rate dependence. The dependence of
fracture propagation toughness on crack growth velocity is also obtained, which is in good
agreement with that reported in the literature.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fracture toughness KIC is a material property that describes the ability of a material containing a crack to resist fracture
initiation. There are some standard tests to characterize the fracture initiation behaviors of different materials such as metals
[1] and rocks [2–4] under quasi-static loading. The dynamic fracture toughness (DFT) KId is the critical value of stress inten-
sity factor at the crack initiation point of a specimen subjected to dynamic loading. Investigations have attempted to extend
some of the existing static or quasi-static methods for testing fracture toughness to the dynamic fracture tests.

Böhme and Kalthoff [5] first tried to measure the DFT using a three point bending configuration with the load exerted by a
drop weight. Tang and Xu [6] measured DFT of rocks through three point bending method using a single Hopkinson bar, and
Zhang et al. [7,8] utilized the split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) technique to measure the dynamic rock fracture toughness
by using the short rod specimen. However, careful consideration of the inertial effect in dynamic tests was ignored in the
calculation of the stress intensity factor and thus the fracture toughness in these studies.

Recently, using the pulse shaping technique [9], Xia and his co-workers [10–12] developed and calibrated a series of frac-
ture testing methods using the modified SHPB technique to characterize the dynamic mode-I fracture toughness of rocks.
Among these methods, the notched semi-circular bend (NSCB) method has been proposed by the International Society for
Rock Mechanics (ISRM) as a suggested method for determining dynamic mode-I fracture toughness of rocks [13].
, Tianjin
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Nomenclature

a crack length
CS shear wave speed
G strain energy release rate
GID fracture energy
K stress intensity factor
_KI fracture loading rate
KP

I fracture propagation toughness (FPT)
KIA the fracture arrest toughness which corresponds to KP

I at zero fracture velocity
KIC fracture toughness
KId dynamic fracture toughness (DFT)
m constant
u displacement components of the subset center point O in x direction
v displacement components of the subset center point O in y direction
vc a specific crack propagation velocity
vl the limiting fracture velocity
Dx the distance from point P to point O in x direction
Dy the distance from point P to point O in y direction
@u
@x the gradients of displacement components for the subset
@u
@y the gradients of displacement components for the subset
@v
@x the gradients of displacement components for the subset
@v
@y the gradients of displacement components for the subset

DFT dynamic fracture toughness
DIC digital image correlation
FPT fracture propagation toughness
ISRM International Society of Rock Mechanics
LG Laurentian granite
NSCB notched semi-circular bend
PFT propagation fracture toughness
PMMA polymethylmethacrylate
SHPB split Hopkinson pressure bar
SIF stress intensity factor
ZNCC zero-normalized cross-correlation
ZOI zone of interest
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In addition to fracture initiation toughness, for dynamic fracture, there is also a fracture propagation toughness (FPT) KP
I ,

which is equal to the stress intensity factor K for a propagating fracture. Equivalently, one can define fracture energy GID,
which is equal to the strain energy release rate G for a propagating fracture. FPT describes the material resistance against
crack growth.

Owen et al. [14] experimentally monitored the crack propagation and determined the FPT of Aluminum sheet using a ser-
ies of strain gauges. Bertram and Kalthoff [15] intended to study the FPT of brittle materials including
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and Solnhofen limestone using strain gauges. Xia and his co-workers [10–12] measured
the average FPT of rocks using a laser gap gauge system combined with SHPB technique and determined the relation
between average FPT and crack growth velocity of Laurentian granite.

The relationship between FPT and the crack propagation velocity has been investigated for photoelastic polymers in sev-
eral papers [16,17]. Shukla et al. [18] performed a series of dynamic experiments using photoelasticity method to system-
atically study the relationship between FPT and the crack velocity for different types of polymer specimens. Bertram and
Kalthoff [15] obtained the FPT of Solnhofen limestone at different crack propagation velocity using strain gauges.
However due to the limitation of available measurement techniques (e.g. strain gauge near the crack tip [19]) for opaque
materials and/or the complicated configurations of rock, dynamic fracture parameters especially crack propagation velocity
and FPT could not be well determined.

To overcome the above-mentioned obstacles for studying fracture propagation for opaque materials like rocks, we adopt-
ed an optical full-field measurement of digital image correlation (DIC). This method has been proven to be a versatile method
in our previous work [20]. By applying different levels of impact loading, crack initiated and then propagated at different
velocities. The relationship between DFT and the crack growth velocity was obtained.
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2. Dynamic fracture tests and extraction of fracture parameters using DIC

2.1. Sample preparation

Laurentian granite (LG), taken from the Laurentian region of Grenville province of the Precambrian Canadian Shield, north
of St. Lawrence and north-west of Quebec City, Canada, is chosen as the material in this work [20]. Its physical and mechan-
ical properties have been well characterized in earlier studies [10–12]. The mineral grain size of Laurentian granite varies
from 0.2 to 2 mm, where the average quartz grain size of 0.5 mm, the average feldspar grain size of 0.4 mm and Biotite grain
size of the order of 0.3 mm. The mineral composition of this rock is dominated by feldspar (60%), followed by quartz (33%)
and Biotite (3–5%). The physical and mechanical properties of LG are summarized in Table 1.

Rock cores with a nominal diameter of 56.62 mm were drilled from Laurentian granite block. They were then machined
and cut into semi-circular shape with an average thickness of 16 mm. The NSCB specimen in SHPB testing system and the
geometry are schematically shown in Fig. 1. P1 and P2 are the forces on the incident bar-sample interface and the transmitted
bar-sample interface, respectively. A notch, with about 5 mm in length and 0.9 mm in width, was fabricated using a diamond
impregnated saw. The distance between the supporting pins S is 38 mm.

According to the suggested optimal speckle pattern and size [21–23], optimal speckle patterns, in our tests, were fabri-
cated by spray painting combined with dot printing to ensure random speckle patterns with desired size and mean intensity
gradient. Typical NSCB specimen with speckle patterns is shown in Fig. 2(a), which is sprayed with white paint and alterna-
tively printed with black, red and blue dots (Images here were transferred into grayscale image).

2.2. Experimental setups

The dynamic loading was exerted with a 25 mm diameter SHPB system (as shown in Fig. 3), which contains a gas pressure
gun, a striker bar, an incident bar and a transmitted bar. An adapter with two pins (as shown in Fig. 1) was introduced to
achieve three-point bending load to the sample. Two pairs of strain gauges were cemented on the incident and transmitted
bars to monitor the stress wave history. Their distances away from the bar-sample interfaces are 735 mm and 600 mm for
the incident and transmitted bars, respectively. The strain gauge signals were recorded by an eight-channel digital oscillo-
scope (Model: Sigma 90 by Nicolet). The sampling rate was 10 MHz with the resolution of 12 bits. Pulse shaping technique
was adopted to achieve dynamic force balance.

Ultra-high speed framing camera (model: Ultra UHSi 12/24 IVV Imprint™) with a spatial resolution of 1082 � 974 pixels at
frame rate up to 200 million frames/s was utilized in our tests. This camera can take up to 24 photographs of the specimen
deformation process with a resolution of 12 bits. The frame rate used in our tests was 180,000 frames/s with a fixed exposure
time of 1 ls in order to clearly observe the propagation of crack in the dynamic fracture tests since crack initiated in less than
hundred microseconds [20].

The incident wave signal was used to synchronize the camera and the flash light with the fracture test through a timing
delay circuit. A 50 mm f/1.4D camera lens by Nikon was used to capture the images. The focus of ultra-high speed camera
was manually adjusted under focused mode to obtain images with optimal quality. To protect the camera and the flash light,
a high transmission PMMA plate was placed between the specimen and the camera.

The captured images were first processed to enhance image quality and then used for post analysis using MATLAB pro-
gram to obtain the displacement and strain fields. The accuracy of our program was estimated as 0.01 pixel. Wavelet de-
noising technology and 2D MATLAB cubic spline interpolation were applied to improve the calculated results of displace-
ment fields [20].

2.3. Fracture parameter extraction

The principle of DIC is to track the same pixel points located in various deformed images using selected correlation func-
tion such as zero-normalized cross-correlation (ZNCC) [24]. By maximizing the correlation coefficient, the location of a
subimage (a square subset (2N + 1)�(2N + 1) centered at the considered point) in the deformed image is detected and the
displacement components of this subset center can be determined (Fig. 4). The point P0(x0, y0) after deformation is related
to the coordinate O(x0, y0) in reference image as:
Table 1
The phy

Dens

2.63
x0 ¼ x0 þ Dxþ uþ @u
@x Dxþ @u

@y Dy

y0 ¼ y0 þ Dyþ v þ @v
@x Dxþ @v

@y Dy
ð1Þ
sical and mechanical properties of LG.

ity (g/cm) Porosity (%) Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Tensile strength (MPa) Compressive strength (MPa)

0.64 92 0.21 12.8 259



Fig. 1. Schematics of NSCB specimen in SHPB system.
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where u, v are the displacement components of the subset center point O in x, y direction, respectively. Dx and Dy are the
distance from point P to point O, while @u

@x,
@u
@y, @v

@x and @v
@y are the gradients of displacement components for the subset.

The horizontal displacement u and vertical displacement v can be determined by optimizing the correlation function. The
same tracking procedure is repeated on other points of interest, and the full-field displacement of the zone of interest (ZOI)
can thus be obtained. The crack tip location and other fracture parameters, such as the stress intensity factor and the fracture
toughness, can be further determined by using the measured displacement fields and the theoretical displacement fields
[20].

Fig. 5 shows the ZOI in a typical NSCB test, which is defined for the area around the crack tip and the possible crack path.
ZOI has an average dimension of about 23.5 mm � 23.5 mm, with a scale factor of about 90 lm/pixel. The window size for
step search was set as 31 � 31 pixels, and the subset size for subpixel estimation was 41 � 41 pixels.

For the mode I, mode II and mixed-mode in plane problems, the displacement fields can be expressed as [25,26]:
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Fig. 2. NSCB specimens with speckle patterns: (a) intact specimen and (b) fractured specimen.



Fig. 3. Schematics of experimental setup.

Fig. 4. Schematics of the reference and deformed subimages.
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where u and v are displacement components, l is shear modulus of the material, j is (3 � m)/(1 + m) for plane stress and
3 � 4m for plane strain, m is Poisson’s ratio of the material, r and h are polar coordinates around a crack tip. Cn and Dn are
parameters to be determined. Particularly, C1 and D1 are related to the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors, KI and
KII through relations: C1 ¼ KIffiffiffiffi

2p
p and D1 ¼ � KIIffiffiffiffi

2p
p .

Taking account of possible rigid body translation and rotation, the displacement filed can be revised as:
uk ¼
XN
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Fig. 5. Typical NSCB specimen with the speckle pattern and its ZOI.
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Tx and Ty are the rigid body translation along x and y direction, and R is the rigid body rotation. The subscript k (k = 1, 2,
3, . . .,M) denotes the point number. Eqs. (4) and (5) can be written in matrix form as
h ¼ bD ð10Þ
where
h ¼

u1

:

:

:

uM

v1

:

:

:

vM

2
6666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777775

; b ¼
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:

:
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Here we assume that the stress intensity factors as well as higher-order terms and the crack tip location are unknowns in Eq.
(10). The fracture propagation parameters, including stress intensity factor, crack tip location, higher-order terms in the ser-
ies expansion of displacement fields, and rigid-body displacement components are determined simultaneously using the
regression method of nonlinear least squares [20].

When crack is initiated, the asymptotic expressions for sliding and opening displacements should be modified to include
the effect of crack growth velocity. Deng [27] has derived the explicit expressions by considering the steady-state terms and
the corresponding transient corrections. However, for slow crack propagation (e.g. v/CS < 0.3, where v is crack propagation
velocity and CS is shear wave velocity), the error for ignoring the crack growth velocity effect is lower than 5% [20]. Four
terms were thus included in our following data analysis without compromising the precision and facilitating the regression
process.



Fig. 6. Typical dynamic force balance during NSCB tests (In: incident wave, Re: reflective wave, Tr: transmitted wave, In + Re: the sum of incident and
reflective waves).
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dynamic force balance

The incident, reflected and transmitted wave were measured using strain gauges and are denoted as ei, er and et, respec-
tively. Assuming one-dimensional stress wave propagation in the incident and transmitted bars, the force on both ends of
the sample are determined as
P1 ¼ AEðei þ erÞ; P2 ¼ AEet ð11Þ
As required in the suggested method of NSCB test, dynamic force balance is needed to guarantee quasi-static stress ana-
lysis of specimen [13]. A C11000 copper disc was used to shape the incident wave and achieve dynamic force balance.
Dynamic forces on both ends of the specimen and the dynamic force balance from a typical test are shown in Fig. 6. The
dynamic force on the incident bar-sample surface P1 is proportional to the sum of incident (In) and reflected (Re) stress wave,
and on the transmitted side P2 is related to the transmitted (Tr) wave as expressed in Eq. (11). As shown in Fig. 6, the peak
values and dynamic force histories on both sides of the sample are almost identical. The dynamic force balance is thus
approximately achieved, which makes it possible for quasi-static stress analysis prior to the fracture initiation [13].

3.2. Typical results

Typical intact and fractured NSCB specimens are shown in Fig. 2. With the dynamic force balance and DIC analysis, typical
results such crack length and stress intensity factor obtained from dynamic tests are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the
crack started to grow at about 140 ls after the incident wave arriving at the specimen, which is manifested by a sudden
increase of the crack length. At this time instance, the critical stress intensity factor or the fracture initiation toughness is
read as 4.73 MPa m1/2. The dynamic stress intensity factor decreases first after crack initiation and then increases con-
tinuously to 13.5 MPa m1/2.
Fig. 7. Evolution of crack length and stress intensity factor in a typical test.
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3.3. Rate dependent of fracture parameters

Using the methods described above, several fracture propagation parameters were studied. The first parameter is the frac-
ture time, which is defined as the time span between the arrival of the stress wave and the crack initiation. As shown in
Fig. 8, the fracture time declines dramatically with the fracture loading rate ( _KI) for low fracture loading rate, while it
remains constant when fracture loading rate reaches up to 200 GPa m1/2 s�1. This result can be explained using the micro-
scopic mechanism of dynamic failure. Only a fraction of the total microcracks are involved in rock deformation under lower
loading rate. As the loading rate increases, more and more microcracks are involved, until at one point all microcracks are
involved in the dynamic failure. After this point, the time to fracture remains the same. This critical point corresponds to the
fracture loading rate of 200 GPa m1/2 s�1.

The crack propagation velocity could be obtained using crack tip position versus time relation. The results show that aver-
age crack propagation velocity varied with loading rates (as shown in Fig. 9). At lower loading rate, average crack growth
velocity increases dramatically with the loading rate. However, when the loading rate exceeds 200 GPa m1/2 s�1, average
crack growth velocity saturates and oscillates around 850 m/s.

It is widely known that a brittle crack cannot propagate faster than the Rayleigh wave speed according to dynamic frac-
ture mechanics [28]. While a shear loading may lead to higher crack speed that even faster than Rayleigh wave speed [29,30],
the mode I crack’s limiting speed is the Rayleigh speed of the material. In real material tests, the crack speed would be much
lower than the limiting crack speed due to loading condition and other factors [31], and the highest average speed we
obtained in our tests is about 0.3CS (CS: shear wave speed).

The fracture initiation toughness also increases with fracture loading rate, especially in the low loading rate range (as
shown in Fig. 10). This observation agrees well with that in Ref. [12], and comparison was made and discussed in previous
work [20]. The increase rate of fracture toughness becomes slower when the loading rate reaches the critical rate at
200 GPa m1/2 s�1.
Fig. 8. Fracture time vs. fracture loading rate.

Fig. 9. Average crack growth velocity versus fracture loading rate.



Fig. 10. Fracture initiation toughness vs. fracture loading rate.

Fig. 11. Variation of fracture propagation toughness with crack growth velocity.
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3.4. Fracture propagation toughness vs. velocity

The fracture propagation toughness is believed to be a function of fracture velocity [32]. Shukla et al. [18] discussed the
relationship between the stress intensity factor and crack velocity of different types of polymer specimens. Nevertheless, the
velocity dependent of fracture propagation toughness in rocks is still lack of evidence.

Fracture propagation toughness, measured in form of the quantity KP
I , is the stress intensity factor K at a specific crack

propagation velocity vc in a dynamic test. From DIC analysis, the instantaneous crack propagation velocities in dynamic tests
are determined. The corresponding time-varying stress intensity factors could also be calculated from the analysis. As shown
in Fig. 11, fracture propagation toughness increased with the crack growth velocity. This phenomenon has been observed by
Zehnder and Rosakis’s [32] for AISI 4340 high strength steel.

Anderson [33] proposed an empirical relationship between fracture velocity and fracture propagation toughness as:
KP
I ¼

KIA

1� ðvc=v lÞm
ð12Þ
where m is a constant, vl is the limiting fracture velocity, and KIA is the fracture arrest toughness which corresponds to KP
I at

zero fracture velocity. Fitting our data into Eq. (12) yields: KIA = 3 MPa m1/2, m = 1.47, vl = 1061 m/s.
The value of KIA as predicted from our results is lower than the averaged fracture initiation toughness obtained above. The

limiting velocity predicted here is larger (about 0.38CS) than the highest average velocity we measured. This may result from
the limitation of the size of the specimen and the range of measurements.
4. Conclusions

An optical full-field measurement of digital image correlation (DIC) was adopted to investigate the dynamic fracture
behavior of rocks using notched semi-circular bend specimen loaded by a split Hopkinson pressure bar apparatus.
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Laurentian granite was studied using this method to understand the effect of loading rate on the fracture propagation of
dynamic fractures in rocks.

The fracture processes under different loading rate recorded by ultra-high speed camera were analyzed using the DIC
technique. Dynamic fracture parameters, including the fracture time, fracture velocity and fracture initiation toughness
all exhibit obvious loading rate dependence. These fracture parameters all increase with the loading rate. However under
higher loading rate, the variation of these variables is less than that under lower loading rate. There exists a critical loading
rate beyond which the fracture parameters remain roughly constant.

The relationship between the dynamic fracture propagation toughness and fracture velocity was also obtained for the
rock studied. The dynamic fracture propagation toughness increases with the crack propagation velocity and there exists
a limiting crack propagation velocity. This limiting velocity is much lower than the theoretical limiting velocity, which is
consistent with existing experimental results in the literature for other brittle solids.
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